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Abstract: The occurrence of artifacts is a major challenge in photoacoustic imaging. The
artifacts negatively affect the quality and reliability of the images. An approach using multiwavelength excitation has previously been reported for in-plane artifact identification. Yet,
out-of-plane artifacts cannot be tackled with this method. Here we propose a new method
using ultrasound transducer array displacement. By displacing the ultrasound transducer array
axially, we can de-correlate out-of-plane artifacts with in-plane image features and thus
remove them. Combining this new method with the previous one allows us to remove
potentially completely both in-plane and out-of-plane artifacts in photoacoustic imaging. We
experimentally demonstrate this with experiments in phantoms as well as in vivo.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Recent research has shown numerous potential clinical applications of photoacoustic imaging
(PAI) [1–3]. This imaging technique is based on the photoacoustic (PA) effect. Samples are
illuminated using short pulsed laser light. The local absorption of light generates ultrasound
(US) waves which are then detected by a US transducer. PA images are reconstructed from
the detected signals providing localized information about optical absorption properties of the
samples. In clinical applications, the obtained information of endogenous chromophores such
as hemoglobin helps diagnosing early stages of various diseases [2,4–6].
A typical PAI system basically consists of a light source and US transducer array. The
transducer array can be classified as one-dimensional or two-dimensional [7]. While the twodimensional transducer array provides 3D images, it requires significant users’ effort and
experience for acquiring and interpreting these 3D images [8]. Additionally, two-dimensional
transducer arrays and the associated scanners are unaffordable for many clinical applications
[8]. One-dimensional transducer arrays, in contrast, are widely used for clinical studies [9,10],
so from the point of view of clinical translation the incorporation of PAI in a one-dimensional
array is preferred.
Several compact and low-cost PAI systems for clinical use have been developed.
Integrating a laser source into a handheld US probe stands out among the approaches [9–12].
However, the occurrence of artifacts related to acoustic inhomogeneity of the tissue (clutter)
is a major drawback of using a linear US transducer array. The artifacts aimed in this work
include in-plane artifacts (IPAs), also called reflection artifacts, and out-of-plane artifacts
(OPAs). While IPAs are caused by signals being reflected inside the imaging plane, OPAs are
caused by absorbers located outside the imaging plane of the transducer array [13,14]. These
artifacts appear as real image features, such as blood vessels, in the acquired image leading to
misinterpretation. Therefore, correcting artifacts in PAI is of importance.
Previously, we proposed a method, photoacoustic-guided focused ultrasound
(PAFUSion), to reduce IPAs [13,15]. This method has several limitations: a large number of
US images are needed; the imaging plane has to be perpendicular to the PA sources; it is
limited to reflectors within the angular aperture of the US probe. We then proposed another
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method using
g multi-wavelen
ngth excitation
n [14] which caan overcome thhose limitationns. In this
method, the sample is imageed with laser liight at multiplee wavelengths to give the PA
A spectral
he image featu
ures. It is assum
med that the sppectral responsse of the IPAs is highly
response of th
correlated witth the true im
mage features of
o their correspponding real aabsorbers. Addditionally,
due to longerr propagation of
o reflected US
S waves, IPAss appear at largger depths witth weaker
signals than their
t
correspon
nding real feaatures. These ffindings, thereefore, can reveeal IPAs.
However, botth this method and PAFUSion
n do not work ffor OPAs.
Several ap
pproaches redu
ucing OPAs hav
ve been reporteed such as Defformation Com
mpensated
Averaging (D
DCA) and Loccalized Vibratiion Tagging ((LOVIT) [16––18]. These appproaches
employ tissuee deformation and motion traacking to de-ccorrelate the O
OPAs. They cann remove
almost completely OPAs. However,
H
these methods stronngly rely on m
motion tracking and only
work for easily deformablee tissue. Addiitionally, the aassumption thaat OPAs are ddeformed
om in-plane features
fe
might be incorrect. Furthermore, a large number of US
differently fro
frames is requ
uired in these methods.
m
In this wo
ork, we propose a method forr suppression oof the OPAs byy axially displlacing the
US transducerr array. During
g the displacem
ment, OPAs moove up while inn-plane featurees remain
at their origin
nal position rellative to the in
nitial position oof the transduccer array. Com
mparing a
sequence of images
i
acquireed during the displacement
d
ccan therefore rremove OPAs. We then
combine this method with our previous work
w
using muulti-wavelength
th excitation too identify
O
and remove both IPAs and OPAs.
onstrate the method
m
in phaantoms and inn vivo. Resultts show that this is a
We demo
promising app
proach for corrrecting artifactss in PAI.
2. Theory
2.1. Artifacts
s in photoacou
ustic imaging
Figure 1 illusstrates the prin
nciple of artifa
facts in PAI. F
Figure 1(a) shoows a configuuration in
which severaal artifacts are present in an
n acquired im
mage, Fig. 1(b)). This acquireed image
represents thee imaging planee (orange planee in Fig. 1(a)) of the transduccer array. Therre are two
absorbers in this
t configuratiion: one is in th
he imaging plaane and the othher one is outsiide of the
imaging plane. Since the liight source ex
xcites a large vvolume, absorbber located ouutside the
g
signalls. If the sensiitivity of the trransducer
imaging planee may absorb the light and generate
array at that angle is high enough [19], the out-of-plaane absorber aappears in the acquired
O
also calleed direct OPA
A (downward y ellow arrow). In addition, unnderneath
image as an OPA,
these absorbeers are one or more acousticc reflectors. A
As a consequennce, two moree artifacts
appear in the acquired imag
ge: IPA, also called reflectioon artifact (refflection of thee in-plane
ward dashed blue arrow) and
a
indirect O
OPA (reflectioon of the outt-of-plane
absorber, upw
absorber, dow
wnward dashed
d yellow arrow)).

Fiig. 1. Artifacts in PAI.
P
(a) Configuraation resulting in ar
artifacts. (b) Acquiired PA image.
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Only one feature (upwaard blue arrow)) should be preesent in the coorrect PA imagge of this
hree more vissible features which are aartifacts mightt lead to
configuration. However, th
misinterpretattion. In clinicaal imaging, direect OPAs mighht come from tthe skin surfacce such as
human spots and birthmark
ks. Skin and bo
one layers whiich are strong acoustic refleectors can
cause indirectt OPAs.
3. Method
3.1. Transdu
ucer array disp
placement
The principlee of this metho
od for identify
ying OPAs is bbased on theirr depth in the acquired
image. OPAs appear at dep
pths equal to th
he distance off their correspoonding absorbeers to the
transducer arrray. If the transducer array iss axially displaaced up, in-plaane features moove down
exact the sam
me distance as the
t displacemeent, while the O
OPAs experiennce in a lesser eextent. In
the coordinatee system of th
he initial positiion (before thee displacemennt) of the probe, the inplane features stay at the same
s
position whereas the O
OPAs move uup. By exploitting these
different behaaviors, OPAs can be differenttiated from thee in-plane featuures.
Figure 2 shows
s
a situatio
on of one in-pllane and one oout-of-plane abbsorber. x, y, annd z axes
represent elev
vation, lateral, and axial axes respectively.. Figure 2(c) sshows a PA im
mage of a
configuration depicted in Fig. 2(a). The trransducer arraay is then axiallly shifted up with Δz ,
2
Another PA
P image is accquired at the new position oof the transduccer array,
seen in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 2(d). An OPA is presen
nt in these two acquired imagees.

Fig. 2.
2 Displacing thee transducer array
y. (a) Initial, andd (b) displaced configuration. (c))
Acquiired PA image of configuration
c
(a). (d)
( Acquired PA im
mage of configuraation (b).

At the inittial position off the transduceer array, Fig. 22(a), the distannce between thhe out-ofplane absorbeer and the tran
nsducer is r. The
T OPA, therrefore, appearss at a depth off r in the
acquired imag
ge, seen in Fig
g. 2(c). After the transducerr array being sshifted up, thee distance
between the out-of-plane
o
ab
bsorber and thee transducer arrray is r ' . Sincce r ' < r + Δz , the OPA
appears at a smaller
s
depth than
t
in the prev
vious image. H
However, the iin-plane featurre stays at
the same posiition. Exploitin
ng these differrent behaviors,, the OPA cann therefore be iidentified
and potentiallly removed.
Denote s as the shift off the OPA. It iss determined ass s = r + Δz − r ' , where r = xo2 + zo2
and r ' = xo2 + ( zo + Δz ) 2 . s , therefore, iss a function of Δz and can bee rewritten as:
s ( Δz ) = Δz + xo2 + zo2 − xo2 + ( zo + Δz ) 2 .

(1)
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Images acquired along
g the displaceement are croopped out thee extra part from the
displacement to have the same size. Assume that theyy are perfectly segmented too separate
features and background.
b
Th
he behavior along transducerr array displaccement, Δz , off in-plane
and out-of-plaane features on
n the dashed an
nd dotted lines,, Fig. 3(a), is ddepicted in Fig.. 3(b) and
Fig. 3(c) respectively. Figurre 3(b) and Fig
g. 3(c) are a seqquence of segm
mented acquireed images
where blue an
nd yellow repreesent backgrou
und and foregroound (features)). It can be seeen that the
in-plane featu
ure remains at the
t same positiion while out-oof-plane featuree moves up.
In the seegmented imaages, backgrou
und and foregground pixelss are set as 0 and 1
respectively. Since the OPA
A moves along
g Δz into the background oof the previouss images,
seen in Fig. 3(c), if we multiiply segmented
d images all toggether the OPA
A is gradually removed,
seen in Fig. 3(d). The in-p
plane feature, in contrast, is not affected. To be able too remove
completely th
he OPA in this way, it is reequired that thhe OPA complletely moves oout of its
initial position
n. At Δz = ΔzT and beyond,, the entire OP
PA is in the baackground of tthe initial
image, therefo
ore it is compleetely removed..

Fig. 3.
3 In-plane and outt-of-plane featuress behavior, (b) andd (c) on the dottedd and dashed liness
respecctively in (a), as an
n effect of the tran
nsducer array dispplacement. (d) OPA
A correcting alongg
the displacement.

To estimaate ΔzT , we asssume that thee axial size of the OPA, a ((seen in Fig. 33(c)), is a
constant duriing the displaacement. The shift of the O
OPA at Δz = ΔzT must then fulfill
s (ΔzT ) = a . Substituting
S
Eq
q. (1) into this gives:
g
ΔzT + xo2 + zo2 − xo2 + ( zo + ΔzT ) 2 = a.

(2)

Solving th
his equation, ΔzT is determin
ned as:
ΔzT =

2a xo2 + zo2 − a 2

2

(

xo2 + zo2 − zo − a

)

.

(3)

Equation (3) holds wheen the denomin
nator is positivve. This equattion shows thaat ΔzT is
dependent on the OPA’s axial size, a , thee distance betw
ween the OPA and the imagiing plane,
xo , and the ax
xial distance beetween the OP
PA and the trannsducer array, z o .
Figure 4 illustrates the dependence
d
of ΔzT on the 3 pparameters. It is worth noting that the
larger zo is, the
t larger ΔzT is; the largerr a is, the largger ΔzT is, seeen in Fig. 4(a)); and the
larger xo is, the
t smaller ΔzT is, seen in Fiig. 4(b).
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Fig. 4. Dependence
D
of ΔzT on the 3 parametters z o , a , and xo .

Above is a study for a single OPA. Tw
wo images are sufficient for this method (oone at the
initial position
n and another one
o at ΔzT or beyond)
b
to rem
move the OPA.. In a scenario that there
are various OPAs, ΔzT is th
hen different fo
or different OP
PAs. In that casse, two images might be
insufficient. On
O the other haand, the larger Δz is, the morre OPAs can bee removed. Hoowever, at
a certain Δz when
w
all OPAss are removed, the corrected iimage does noot change despiite further
displacement since there is no
n more OPA. At this point, the process can
an be finished ggiving the
corrected imaage.
The meth
hod is summaarized in the following floow chart, Fig.. 5. The segm
mentation
algorithm, which
w
is based
d on the Sob
bel edge deteection algorithhm [20], and the desegmentation step are the saame as presenteed in [14].

Fig. 5. Flow
F
chart of the trransducer array diisplacement methood.

To estimaate ΔzT , we haave assumed th
hat acquired im
mages are perfeectly segmented and the
axial size of the
t OPA does not
n change durring the displaacement. Howeever, this is nott the case
in reality. This
T
will be further
f
discussed in the D
Discussion secction. In addiition, the
displacement distance, Δz , might be lim
mited, this will also be addreessed in the D
Discussion
section.

3.2. Combining two metho
ods
We have prev
viously reporteed a method for identifying IP
PAs (reflectionn artifacts) usiing multiwavelength excitation
e
[14]. By imaging with multiplee wavelengths, spectral respponses of
features can be
b obtained. The
T spectral ressponses are thhen correlated tto each other using the
Pearson correelation coefficcient [21]. Baased on the coorrelation coeefficients, IPAs can be
revealed. How
wever, this method does no
ot work for O
OPAs. In this w
work, we com
mbine the
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previous metthod with the transducer array
a
displacem
ment method described aboove as a
complete meth
hod to removee all artifacts in
n PAI.
without segmeentation. The approach
The previious method for
fo IPAs can work
w
with or w
without segm
mentation doess not rely on the segmentat
ation algorithm
m, however, itt requires
significantly more
m
data proccessing time an
nd expensive ccalculation. Onn the other hannd, image
segmentation is needed in
n the method for OPAs ddescribed abovve. Therefore,, we use
segmentation in this work.
It is necessary to remind
d that in the preevious method,, of the acquireed images withh different
wavelengths, the image thatt had the higheest signal was selected for ssegmentation. H
However,
since we com
mbine the two methods,
m
the im
mage acquiredd at the mutuall wavelength iss selected
for segmentattion. The two methods
m
are com
mbined as the following stepps:
1. Image with multiple wavelengths ( λ1 ...λn ).
2. Image along the transsducer array diisplacement, Δ z , at a fixed w
wavelength λn .
3. Segmeent the image acquired
a
at λn , Δz = 0 mm.
4. Correcct IPAs.
5. Correcct OPAs giving
g the final correected image.

4. Setup
Figure 6 sho
ows the experrimental setup. A handheld US array proobe is conneccted to a
commercial US
U scanner My
yLabOne (Esao
ote Europe BV,, The Netherlaands) which is ppresented
in [14]. The US
U transducer array in the haandheld probe comprises 1288 elements witth a pitch
of 0.24 mm. It
I has a center frequency of 7.5
7 MHz with a bandwidth off 66%. In our sstudy, the
central 64 elem
ments were useed.
Thorlabs,
The handh
held probe is mounted
m
on a motorized
m
transslation stage (M
MTS50A-Z8, T
Germany) wh
hich can transslate along thee axial axis. T
The light sourrce is an Opoolette 532
(Laser2000, The
T Netherlan
nds) which can
n emit laser liight at a tunab
able wavelengtth in two
ranges (680-9
960 nm or 1200-2400 nm) at a repetitionn rate of 20 H
Hz. Laser lighht is then
coupled into a custom-mad
de multi-modee optical fiber bundle (LighttGuideOptics Germany
GmbH, Germ
many) with a core diameter of
o 6.5 mm. Thhe fiber bundlee is fixated. A function
generator (AF
FG 3102, Tek
ktronix, Germ
many) is used to synchroniize the system
m and to
externally trig
gger the laser. The
T hardware components
c
arre controlled byy a LabVIEW program.

Fig. 6.
6 Schematic drawiing of the setup with
w the probe movvable in the verticaal position and thee
opticaal fiber in a fixed position.
p

In our exp
periments, laseer light at waveelengths in thee range of 6800-960 nm was uused. We
used the multti-wavelength method with 8 wavelengthss rather than 4 as in [14]. T
The pulse
energy at the output of the fiber
fi
was 4.4 ± 0.4 mJ.
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5. Experime
ental results
We performed
d experiments in both phanto
oms and in vivvo to demonstrrate the methodd. In each
experiment, a total numberr of 13 imagees were acquirred: 1 US imaage, 8 PA imaages at 8
different waveelengths (720:10:790 nm), an
nd 5 PA imagees at a wavelenngth of 790 nm (1 image
at every 1 mm
m of total 5 mm displacem
ment of the traansducer arrayy). The US im
mage was
reconstructed from 61 anglees (−30:1:30°) of plane wavess. The PA imaages were averaaged over
100 pulses an
nd reconstructed
d using a Fouriier transform bbased reconstruuction algorithm
m [22].
Since PA images during
g the transducer array displaccement were accquired at a waavelength
of 790 nm. The image selected for segmentation
s
in correcting IPAs using multiple
wavelengths was
w at 790 nm
m instead of th
he image givinng the highestt signal as preesented in
[14].
Compared
d to images in our previous study
s
[14], the signal-to-noisse ratio is imprroved due
to higher laser pulse energy. In order to prresent the resullts, x, y, and z axes are used iin figures
to represent elevation, lateraal and axial axees respectivelyy.

5.1. Phantom
m1
A phantom was
w made of tw
wo black abso
orbers with a th
thickness of ~00.7 mm cut ouut from a
black thread embedded in agarose (1.5%
%) in a petrii dish lid (Grreiner Bio-Onee GmbH,
Germany), ass shown in Fig
g. 7(a). The peetri dish lid off 750 μ m thiickness was ussed as an
acoustic reflector. Figure 7((b) is a schemaatic elevation vview of the expperiment confi
figuration.
One absorber was placed un
nderneath the probe
p
and the oother one was ppositioned ~3-4 mm off
the probe’s ed
dge to make su
ure it was outsiide of the imagging plane. Thee coupling meddium was
a suspension of 2% Intrallipid 20% in demi-water w
with estimatedd μ s' = 4.2 ccm−1 at a
wavelength of 750 nm [23] mimicking sccattering in hum
man soft tissuee [24]. A combbined PA
and US image is shown in Fig. 7(c). Thee gray color paart represents the US image showing
surfaces and reverberations
r
of the petri dissh lid. The hott color part is tthe PA image w
where the
in-plane absorrber (upward blue
b arrow) is visualized
v
at ann expected possition relative tto the lid.
Underneath th
he lid are som
me more imagee features (upw
ward dashed bblue arrow), w
which are
IPAs of the in
n-plane absorb
ber. A direct OPA
O
(downwarrd yellow arroow) is also visiible at an
expected posiition relative to
o the lid and th
he in-plane absoorber. At the bbottom left cornner of the
image are som
me features (do
ownward dasheed yellow arro w) which are pprobably indireect OPAs
of the out-of-p
plane absorberr.

Fig. 7.
7 phantom 1. (a) Two absorbers em
mbedded in agarosse in a petri dish lid. (b) Schematicc
elevattion view of the ex
xperiment configurration. (c) Combinned PA and US im
mage.

Figure 8 shows the ressult of correctiing IPAs usinng 8 wavelenggths. Most of the IPAs
(reflections off the in-plane absorber)
a
are removed.
r
Howeever, some parrts of the reflecctions are
retained (dash
hed blue arrows, seen in Fig.
F
8(b)). Thee reason woulld be that thee spectral
response of th
hese features iss strongly affeccted by noise w
which was also pointed out inn [14].
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Fig. 8. Correccting IPAs. (a) Accquired PA image. (b) IPA correctedd image.

The acquiired image wass then OPA co
orrected with ddisplacing the ttransducer arraay. Figure
9(b) and Fig. 9(c) respectiv
vely show the behavior of thhe out-of-planne and in-planee features
marked with a dotted line and a dashed line in Fig. 99(a) during thee displacementt, seen in
Visualization 1. The out-off-plane featurees clearly shiftt up, especiallly the direct O
OPA. The
shift of indirrect OPAs is less
l
pronounced since they have a largeer axial distancce to the
transducer arrray. The sizee of in-plane features can be seen channging due to the axial
resolution of the transducerr array along depth.
d
In addittion, the positiion of in-planee features
also slightly changes. The reason might be that the inn-plane absorbber was slightlly off the
imaging plane or the displaacement was not
n perfectly aalong the axiall axis or displacing the
transducer arrray produced so
ome positionin
ng error.

Fig. 9.
9 In-plane and outt-of-plane featuress behavior, (b) andd (c) on the dottedd and dashed liness
respecctively in (a), as an
n effect of the tran
nsducer array displlacement.

Figure 10
0 presents th
he result of correcting OP
PAs with 5 mm transduccer array
displacement,, see also in Viisualization 2. An OPA (dashhed yellow arrrow, seen in Fiig. 10(b))
is not compleetely removed showing
s
that ΔzT should bee larger than 5 mm for this O
OPA to be
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completely reemoved. Additiionally, as therre is some slighht movement oof in-plane feattures, part
of them is con
nsequently oveercorrected.

Fig. 10. Correccting OPAs. (a) Accquired PA image . (b) OPA correcteed image.

Figure 11 shows the resu
ult of combinin
ng the two metthods for IPA and OPA. Com
mpared to
the acquired PA
P image, Fig. 11(a), most of
o all artifacts aare identified aand removed ggiving the
final corrected
d image with only
o
one true in
n-plane absorbeer, seen in Fig.. 11(b).
The displaacing transduceer array metho
od does not wo rk for IPAs. Inn this experimeent, a few
more IPAs are
a removed using this method due to their slight movement duuring the
displacement..

Fig. 11. Final
F
corrected imaage.

5.2. Phantom
m2
Another phan
ntom was madee to mimic a situation
s
that aan OPA appeaars at the samee position
with an in-plaane feature. Tw
wo black absorrbers (the samee as in phantom
m 1) were embbedded in
agarose (1.5%
%) in a petri dissh, Fig. 12(a). A solution of 22% Intralipid 220% in demi-w
water was
used as the co
oupling medium
m. The two abssorbers were pplaced under thhe probe as in F
Fig. 12(b)
where one ab
bsorber was in the imaging plane
p
and the oother one was outside of thee imaging
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plane and the distance of theese absorbers to
t the probe waas the same. A
As a consequennce, in the
acquired PA image,
i
the two absorbers appeared at the saame position.
Figure 12((c) shows the PA
P images durring the transduucer array dispplacement. At tthe initial
position, Δz = 0 mm, only
y one feature is visible. Thhe curve at thee same positioon of this
feature is a reeconstruction artifact.
a
When the probe is liifted up, Δz > 0 mm, anotheer feature
starts to appear and move up
u along with the
t displacemeent while the inn-plane featuree remains
at the same po
osition, seen in
n Visualization 3.

Fig. 12.
1 Phantom 2. (a)
( Two black ab
bsorbers embeddeed in agarose in a petri dish. (b))
Schem
matic elevation viiew of the experiiment configuratioon. (c) Acquired images along thee
displaacement.

Figure 13((a) presents thee result of this experiment whhere the OPA is completely removed.
The OPA, as expected, mov
ves up away fro
om the real in--plane feature w
which stays at the same
position. Thesse behaviors caan be seen cleaarly in Fig. 13 (b) which show
ws the dashed blue line
in the acquirred image. Sim
milarly, Fig. 13(c) illustratess the behaviorr of the reconnstruction
artifact markeed in the dotted
d blue line in the
t acquired im
mage. It is worrth noting that this type
of reconstruction artifact iss dependent on
n the distance to the probe. Since it becoomes less
curved, its parrt in the dotted
d line moves do
own. As a resuult, this reconsttruction artifactt is partly
removed, seen
n in Fig. 13(a)..

Fig. 13. OPA corrected
d image. (a) Acquiired and OPA corrrected images. (b)) and (c) Behaviorr
of feaatures in dashed an
nd dotted lines in (aa) respectively.
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It is notab
ble that when an
n OPA appears at the same pposition with a real in-plane ffeature as
a single feature, the recordeed amplitude of that overlappped feature is a sum of the am
mplitudes
of the two feaatures. Though
h the OPA can be removed, tthe true amplitu
tude of the reall in-plane
feature cannot be recovered. This will be discussed
d
furthher in the Discuussion section.

5.3. In vivo
We also assesss our method with in vivo ex
xperiments. Inn these in vivo experiments, w
we aimed
at fingers whiich would givee clear IPAs. In
I addition, wee put a black iink mark on thhe skin of
the imaged fin
nger to mimic a human spot which
w
would ggive strong OPA
As [25].
Figure 14 shows the con
nfiguration of the in vivo exxperiments. A volunteer’s finnger with
an ink mark was
w placed in a water tank filled with dem
mi-water as a coupling meddium, Fig.
14(a). The white
w
line in Fig. 14(b) depicts
d
approxximately the imaging planne in the
experiments. The ink mark was
w a few millimeters outsidee of the imaginng plane.
Acquired PA and US im
mages are pressented in Fig. 14(c) and Figg. 14(d) respecctively. In
principle, they
y show similarr structures as observed
o
in [144] where the U
US image shows the skin
and bone lay
yers while the PA image sh
hows the skin, superficial bllood vessels aand IPAs.
However, in this
t
PA imagee, there are a few
f
more featuures (dashed blue circle) apppearing at
the position in
n agreement with the ink marrk’s position onn the skin surfa
face. These are probably
OPAs.

Fig. 14.
1 In vivo experim
ment. (a) Experim
ment configurationn. (b) Ink mark miimicking a humann
spot. (c)
( Acquired PA im
mage. (d) Acquired US image.

Figure 15 shows IPA an
nd OPA correccted images. Inn the IPA correected image, Fig. 15(b),
most of the IPAs
I
caused by
b the bone laayers are rem
moved. This matches with thhe results
reported in [14]. Two featu
ures, f1 and f2
f in Fig. 15(aa), are of inteerest. Observattion from
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correcting OP
PA shows that f1 is an OPA and f2 is an IP
PA (seen in Viisualization 4, f1 moves
up and f2 rem
mains at the sam
me position). f1
1 could be an inndirect OPA oof the ink markk reflected
by the skin, while
w
f2 could be
b a reflection of the skin siggnal. However,, f1 is removedd while f2
is not, in the IPA
I
corrected image.
i
The reaason can be thaat the intensity of these two ffeatures is
close to the noise. On the otther hand, therre are some OP
PAs at the sam
me position withh f2. This
can be seen in
i Visualizatio
on 4 in which some featuress move up aw
way from f2 dduring the
transducer arrray displacemeent. Therefore, the true intenssity of f2 is afffected by thesee features,
as mentioned
d in the phanto
om 2 experim
ment, and thus it is not idenntified as an IIPA. The
reconstruction
n artifact curvee of the skin iss also removedd with the OPA
A correcting m
method. In
addition, som
me real in-plan
ne features are party removeed in the OPA
A corrected im
mage. The
reason is that there was so
ome slight mo
ovement of thhe finger durinng the transduucer array
displacement..

Fig. 15. IPA and
a OPA correctedd images.

Combing correcting IPA
A and OPA givees the final corrrected image, Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Final
F
corrected imaage.

6. Discussio
on
Correcting arttifacts is of im
mportance for reliable
r
imaginng. Our new m
method for OPA
As offers
various advan
ntages over prreviously repo
orted methods.. First of all, no motion traacking is
needed as in the case of LOVIT
L
and DC
CA [16–18]. S
Second of all, these existing methods
require a larg
ge number of US
U images whiile no US imagge is needed inn the proposedd method.
Third of all, deforming tisssue by applyin
ng force mighht affect the opptical propertiies of the
tissue as in DCA. As a conssequence, the detected
d
signalss might not reppresent truly thhe source.
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In the proposed method, correcting OPAs can be done without tissue deformation. Lastly,
deforming tissue by focusing strong pressure, as is done in LOVIT, might violate US safety.
The proposed method for correcting OPA relies on segmentation. In this work, a simple
segmentation approach was used for a low calculation cost and time consumption. However,
it might not segment images properly giving inaccurate axial dimension of OPAs. As a result,
OPAs might not be correctly removed. Over-segmentation also might happen as pointed out
in [14]. A more effective segmentation algorithm should be considered for a better
performance.
In our experiments, while the probe was displaced, the fiber bundle remained fixated. The
purpose of this was to maintain the signal strength of image features. However, if the light
source is displaced with the probe, the laser beam is also repositioned and thus excites
different tissue volumes. Acquired images along the displacement might show different
structures resulting in miscorrecting.
In clinical applications, the displacement distance, Δz , might be limited. Depending on
the location of out-of-plane absorbers, ΔzT might not be achieved, as discussed in section
3.1. As a result, OPAs are not completely removed, in which case another approach is needed.
However, our results show that within 5 mm displacement, OPAs can be completely removed
for a large range of locations and axial dimensions.
In this work, out-of-plane absorbers were positioned outside of the imaging plane
elevationally. Lateral out-of-plane absorbers can also cause OPAs. The principle of the
proposed method still holds for these OPAs. The quantity xo , used to describe out-of-plane
absorbers in section 3.1, in this situation will be the lateral distance between the out-of-plane
absorber and the imaging plane. Therefore, lateral OPAs can be identified and removed.
Axially displacing the probe in essence is to adjust the distance between the probe and inplane and out-of-plane absorbers. Displacing the probe in other directions might also be able
to de-correlate in-plane and out-of-plane image features. In a configuration as shown in
phantom 1, if the probe is elevationally displaced in the direction to the out-of-plane absorber,
real in-plane features will move down and OPAs will move up. However, in a scenario that
there is another out-of-plane absorber in the other side of the imaging plane. OPAs of this
out-of-plane absorber will also move down. Therefore, elevationally displacing the probe in
both directions is required to identify all OPAs. The amount of work is double compared to
using axial displacement. Nevertheless, displacing the probe in other manners and comparing
with the proposed method will be investigated in our future work.
In a situation that an OPA appears at the same position with a real in-plane feature as a
single feature, the image value is a sum of the OPA and the in-plane features. Displacing the
transducer array can separate these two and remove the OPA. However, true image value of
the real in-plane feature cannot be recovered. Interpolating or extrapolating image values of
the OPA along the displacement might be able to estimate its value at the superposition. True
image value of the real in-plane feature can, therefore, be recovered. Additionally, in the
proposed method, OPAs are removed by setting their pixel values to 0. This might also
remove the background information behind the OPAs. If the image value of the OPAs can be
estimated, the background information can be retained while removing OPAs by subtracting
the recorded value by the estimated one. This will be investigated in our future work.
In this work, the volunteer had to keep the finger still for ~5 minutes. Slight movements
were inevitable resulting in some miscorrection. This is not ideal for clinical applications.
However, the long experiment time was due to technical limitations. In particular, the
translating stage was slow. It took ~2 minutes to acquire in total 5 PA images along 5 mm of
the probe displacement. Using a higher speed translating stage will significantly reduce the
experiment time. The acquiring data process with 8 wavelengths took ~2 minutes. This was
due to the laser pulse repetition rate of 20 Hz. Using a high repetition rate laser would
potentially achieve real-time artifact correction as shown in [14].
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7. Conclusion
We have proposed a new method to remove out-of-plane artifacts exploiting different
behaviors of out-of-plane artifacts and in-plane image features by axially displacing the
transducer array. Combining this new method with our previous method for in-plane artifacts
using multiple wavelengths [14], in-plane and out-of-plane artifacts in photoacoustic imaging
can be identified and thus removed. Experiments in phantoms and in vivo were carried out to
evaluate the combination of the two methods as a proof of concept. Results show the potential
of this combined method for providing true photoacoustic images with no ultrasound images
needed. In addition, a handheld probe suitable for clinical applications was used in the
experiments bringing this method a step forwards to clinical translation.
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